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PURPOSE

This document provides the necessary information to allow Operations Manager, Protection Manager, and
®
Provisioning Manager administrators to choose the correct system for hosting the DataFabric Manager
server.
Note: The suggestions in this report are guidelines only; many environmental factors may influence the
choice. This report discusses some of those factors.
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TERMINOLOGY

Operations Manager, Performance Advisor, Protection Manager, and Provisioning Manager are software
products that are delivered through software licensing to enable the capabilities of three installable
components:



DataFabric Manager server provides the monitoring, scheduling, and alerting capabilities for these
products. This component must be installed on a dedicated server.



NetApp Management Console provides a rich graphical user interface (GUI) for Performance
Advisor, Protection Manager, and Provisioning Manager. This component can be installed on one
or more workstations or PCs and is not required to be running for the server to continue operation.



NetApp Host Agent is an agent that can be installed on one or more open systems hosts to provide
the DataFabric Manager server with additional monitoring capabilities for SAN and FSRM features.
®
Also, when it is installed on the same host as the Open Systems SnapVault agent, It provides
management features for Protection Manager.

®

Operations Manager is the Web-based GUI that provides most of the administrative capabilities for storage
administrators. The DataFabric Manager server hosts this GUI and gives secure and unsecure access to it.
Performance Advisor is licensed as part of Operations Manager. It offers a rich GUI in the NetApp
Management Console to monitor and analyze the storage systems’ performance. Its monitoring and alerting
functionality is provided in the DataFabric Manager server.
Protection Manager is a separate license that is added to the DataFabric Manager server to enable disk-todisk backup and mirror monitoring and management. It also uses NetApp Management Console to provide a
rich GUI and the DataFabric Manager server to enable monitoring, alerting, and active management of the
backups and mirrors. Protection Manager can also monitor and use Open Systems SnapVault agents for
disk-to-disk backup.
Provisioning Manager is a separate license that is added to the DataFabric Manager server to enable policybased provisioning of NAS, SAN, or secondary storage. It also uses NetApp Management Console to
provide a rich GU, and the DataFabric Manager server to enable monitoring, alerting, and active
management of the storage entities.

3

INTRODUCTION

In growing NetApp environments, it’s important to make sure that as the infrastructure grows, the DataFabric
Manager server can scale to meet the increased needs. Also, the NetApp Management Console has been
introduced to extend the features from solely monitoring an environment to actively managing it as well.
When more management features are used, more resources are needed to support those activities. Specific
resource requirements are outlined in the installation guide for each release of Operations Manager (using
DataFabric Manager server). These are minimum configurations. How many appliances, volumes,
®
SnapMirror /SnapVault/Open Systems SnapVault relationships, and so on can be added determined by the
size of the configuration. To determine the impact of monitoring and managing all these objects, this report
look at some of the factors that affect product performance. How many volumes should be provisioned
within a aggregate? How many qtrees within a volume? When using Provisioning Manager to perform the
tasks, because Provisioning Manager makes those decisions.
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3.1

ABOUT NETAPP OPERATIONS MANAGER

Operations Manager is a suite of software tools, running on a management station, that gives IT
professionals better leverage by discovering, monitoring, and managing their NetApp gear from a central
console.
NetApp Operations Manager manages the IBM System Storage N series from version 3.3. The first version
of the IBM-branded Operations Manager is 3.3.1, which can manage both IBM and NetApp storage, as well
®
as NetApp NetCache .
For some features, such as File SRM, Operations Manager makes use of the NetApp Host Agent, which is
described in section 2, “Terminology,” and section 5, “Sizing Factors.”

3.2

ABOUT NETAPP PERFORMANCE ADVISOR

The NetApp Management Console is a Java™ application that can be downloaded from the Setup menu of
the Operations Manager GUI. It provides several applications for monitoring and managing the performance
of the NetApp storage environment. Performance Advisor is an application that runs in both the DataFabric
Manager server and the NetApp Management Console.
®

®

Any current generation of a Windows or Linux client system is powerful enough to support the tasks of the
NetApp Management Console and therefore it doesn’t have a large impact on the performance of
applications. For example, if you were to install the NetApp Management Console software on the most
powerful client hardware imaginable, it would still depend on how fast the DataFabric Manager server can
generate data to fulfill the query. In fact, it is the performance of the server that is critical to the performance
of the NetApp Management Console.
These are networked applications, which is why the NetApp Management Console is not the component that
needs the most resources as it is displaying and filtering information queried from the DataFabric Manager
server, which is the resource-intensive component of the solution. However, LAN and WAN bandwidth do
have an impact on performance, because the query is sent out over these networks as well as received over
them. Any current generation LAN is powerful enough to support the traffic between the server and the
NetApp Management Console, but WAN bandwidth and latency must be considered when maintaining a
remote monitoring environment. For example, a large volume of data generated by the server and sent back
over the WAN may be greatly affected by the speed of that communication. However, response time to a
query is not proportional to the volume of data created to answer the query sent to the server. Some queries
made of the server can take longer to generate a response but contain a small amount of actual data, while
others may take less time to generate a response but contain more data.

3.3

ABOUT NETAPP PROTECTION MANAGER

NetApp Protection Manager is backup and replication management software for a NetApp disk-based data
protection environment. NetApp Protection Manager delivers improved data protection and higher
productivity by providing policy-based management, including automated data protection configuration.
NetApp Protection Manager provides higher data protection by eliminating the manual errors associated with
configuring data protection in a dynamic environment. Automation and policy-based management reduce
the possibility of user errors, providing a higher level of assurance that the data is protected and therefore
available.
NetApp Protection Manager provides a holistic view of the NetApp disk-based data protection environment
and increases the productivity of administrators by eliminating the repetitive tasks associated with backup
and replication configuration setup. It also gives architects the ability to delegate the data protection tasks to
backup administrators, freeing them to focus on higher value tasks.
NetApp Protection Manager enables users to consolidate the secondary storage resources into consolidated
resource pools, which are then allocated to several data sets, enabling maximum utilization of secondary
storage resources.
NetApp Protection Manager increases scalability, efficiency, and flexibility by automated setup, scheduling,
monitoring of which backups exist for a particular primary data set, and policy-based management. It

reduces the time, resources, and expertise required for backup and replication tasks by reducing the many
manual tasks and eliminating the complexity associated with scripting and other tasks in a large-scale,
complex environment.
Protection Manager encapsulates NetApp’s best practices recommendations in a simple, centrally managed,
policy-driven data protection tool. By seamlessly integrating the data protection features offered by NetApp,
Protection Manager delivers a full backup and replication solution without requiring a NetApp technology
expert.
Operations Manager 3.7 will come with the third release of Protection Manager. The first release, Operations
Manager 3.5, was entirely focused on backing up and restoring primary data. NetApp implemented support
for managing Snapshot™ copies, SnapVault, qtree SnapMirror, and asynchronous volume SnapMirror.
When we used volume SnapMirror to make copies of primary data, we implemented no support for failing
over to a mirror if the primary became unavailable.
Operations Manager 3.6R1 is the second Protection Manager release. It is a short release, focused on
improving the GUI and fixing some shortcomings of Operations Manager 3.5. This is a classic dot-one
release.
Operations Manager 3.7 will be the third release, with some added functionality, such as
®

•

Application integration with other SnapManager products

•

Disaster recovery—one click failover of the entire data set to secondary site

3.4

ABOUT NETAPP PROVISIONING MANAGER

Provisioning Manager offers the following capabilities to simplify and automate the administrator's tasks of
provisioning and managing storage on NetApp storage systems:
•

Policy-driven provisioning and exporting of storage

•

Periodically checking the provisioned storage for conformance to policy

•

Manual control for space and capacity management of both existing and newly provisioned storage

Currently, administrators use tools like FilerView® or Data ONTAP® CLIs to provision storage, and they
typically depend on monitoring tools like Operations Manager to monitor storage (space utilization,
configuration errors, and so on).
Provisioning Manager presents policies that can be used to describe the data attributes and leave the job of
finding and configuring storage based on the policy to Provisioning Manager.

4

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS

LARGEST DEGRADATION TO PERFORMANCE
Memory, CPU, and disk are the top factors affecting server performance.
HOW DOES DATAFABRIC MANAGER SERVER USE ITS RESOURCES?
Note: CIFS/NFS database store is not supported.
Memory. DataFabric Manager server is a 32-bit application. With large databases this means that the database is
not always stored 100% in memory. 4GB to 8GB should yield results that are acceptable. 16GB RAM is probably
the maximum amount necessary, because the performance gains diminish as you continue to add more.
NetApp recommends storing the database onto NetApp LUNs for better performance, to reduce the RTO to less
than an hour, and to give the flexibility to take more frequent Snapshot copies of the database.

CPU. Multiple cores and CPUs are standard in systems today, and DataFabric Manager server can use
many cores or CPUs. In particular, the database is limited to two cores on Linux and Solaris™ and up to four
cores on Windows. The database is limited to using two CPUs or cores, but the rest of the server’s
processes can use additional CPU resources. Much of the data that Operations Manager presents in its GUI
views and reports (or using the server CLI) is calculated on the fly; therefore the biggest bottleneck to
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performance can be CPU. Because most of the performance of the server depends on the database, adding
more CPUs does not necessarily improve performance of systems where database processing is dominant
because of the database core limit
Disk. The DataFabric Manager server can be operated off of local RAID (striped for performance) disk
(although NetApp recommends using SAN storage). In most cases, the CPU is the bottleneck before the
disk. However, if the database is sluggish and the CPU is not overwhelmed, then disk I/O is the next
consideration for troubleshooting. As with any database application, spindles are your friends.
Network. Today’s networks are fast enough to carry out the tasks relegated to them by Operations Manager
and Protection Manager. However, if your network is extremely busy and you use quality-of-service devices,
then consideration (in the QoS device) of monitoring and management services is necessary.

5

SIZING FACTORS

Number of devices monitored. This is the total number of FAS storage systems, NearStore® appliances,
and NetCache® appliances being monitored by the DataFabric Manager server.
Monitoring intervals. NetApp recommends leaving all monitoring intervals at their factory defaults, at least
initially. Shortening these intervals adversely affects the server performance. Conversely, lengthening the
intervals improves server performance. However, these measures should be taken only in extreme cases.
SnapVault relationships and SnapMirror relationships. Although the number of relationships has an
effect on server sizing, large quantities of relationships are considered when monitoring from Operations
Manager or configuring and managing from Protection Manager.
Qtrees. The total number of qtrees being monitored or provisioned must be considered.
Quotas. The total number of user or group quotas being monitored or provisioned must be considered. The
largest quantity we know of is ~100,000 quotas being monitored, which does complete during the one-day
default interval for monitoring these relationships. If you reach this number, you should consider lengthening
the interval beyond the one-day default.
NetApp Host Agents. NetApp Host Agents pose little burden on the DataFabric Manager server when used
for host data monitoring purposes, such as SAN implementations. However, when they are used for the
optional FSRM data classification, a load is imposed on both the storage systems and the DataFabric
Manager server, and therefore it is recommended that FSRM jobs be run consecutively during
nonproduction hours. For this reason it is not factored into server sizing.
Checkpointing frequency. The database in the DataFabric Manager server has an internal checkpoint
process to make sure that it is accurate and keeping up with monitoring intervals and so on. This
checkpointing frequency increases with higher utilization of the DataFabric Manager services. That is, if the
services and server are all very busy and creating an extreme load, then the checkpointing increases as
well, producing even more strain on resources. This is necessary for data integrity purposes. However, if
you are concerned about performance on the server and you see an increase in checkpoint frequency, then
your server may be becoming overburdened.
To see how much memory and CPU each of the DataFabric Manager services is consuming over time, refer
to the dfmwatchdog.log file in the log subdirectory of the server installation.

6
6.1

TESTING SUMMARY
OPERATIONS MANAGER TEST CONFIGURATIONS

This document describes our performance measurement methodology for DataFabric Manager, and
includes measured performance for several management platforms. The performance is measured based
on the GUI response time for each page in the Web interface. Our goal has been 5 seconds to access the
Summary page when DataFabric Manager monitors 250 storage systems. Other pages can take somewhat
longer.
The time it takes to access some pages, such as the Summary page, is the same as for DataFabric
Manager 3.6. In comparison to DataFabric Manager 3.6, the time it takes to access report pages, such as

File System, Volume, and Disk pages has decreased. The performance numbers for Windows and Linux are
better than for Solaris.
Note: DataFabric Manager performs best on Linux.
Minimum configuration requirements for Solaris (not modified):
* Dual UltraSPARC IIIi processor at 1.34 GHz (for example, Sun Fire™ V210 or V240)
* At least 4GB of free disk space; 8GB is better
* At least 2 GB of memory
Minimum configuration requirements for Linux and Windows (not modified):
* Intel® based PC with single 2GHz CPU (Xeon™ or Pentium® 4)
* At least 4GB of free disk space; 8 GB is better
* At least 1 GB of memory

6.2

OPERATIONS MANAGER REPORTS RESULTS

WINDOWS RESULTS
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LINUX RESULTS

SOLARIS RESULTS

6.3

OPERATIONS MANAGER, PROTECTION MANAGER, AND PROVISIONING
MANAGER SCALED-OUT CONFIGURATION

Operations manager reports are fetched using the default URL, which returns the first 20 rows of the result.
The above graphs show the results of sizing tests performed by NetApp engineering. These tests were
performed on various platforms using DataFabric Manager server 3.6R1 versus 3.7. All settings were set to
factory defaults. The access time referred to on the vertical axis is the time it takes for the desired
DataFabric Manager page to be displayed. The following results were achieved by testing three platforms: a
Windows 2000 server (SP4), which has 2.8GHz CPU and 1GB memory; a V210 Solaris 5.9 system, which
has two 1336MHz UltraSPARC-IIIi CPUs and 2GB memory; and a Linux system, which has two 3GHz CPUs
and 512MB memory. It is important to note the comparisons in vertical scaling between Solaris and the
Windows and Linux platforms.
Note: For optimum performance, NetApp recommends either the Windows or Linux platform.
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6.4

OPERATIONS MANAGER, PROTECTION MANAGER, AND PROVISIONING
MANAGER SCALED-OUT RESULTS

The following table shows the performance improvements made in DataFabric Manager 3.7 monitoring and
managing actual storage systems similar to a customer environment.

6.5

PROTECTION MANAGER TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Each configuration was tested with the following policies.
•

Back Up policy with SnapVault

•

Back Up policy with qtree SnapMirror

•

Mirror policy

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY
The main focus of these tests was to measure the ability of Protection Manager to drive backups. With that
in mind, the test script used the following steps.
1. Installed DataFabric Manager and added primary and secondary storage systems. Initially we added only
a handful of storage systems in DataFabric Manager so we could focus on the performance of the Protection
Manager itself.
2. Created primary volumes and qtrees on the specified primary aggregates. The number of volumes and
qtrees depended on whether medium or large load configuration was being tested.

3. Selected one of the data protection policies for testing and created data sets with that policy.
4. Created a single resource pool and added all the secondary aggregates to it. Attached this resource pool
to secondary nodes of all the data sets.
5. Added primary volumes to data sets. Volumes were equally distributed among the data sets.
6. Waited for all the data sets to conform.
7. Populated primaries with data using the Data ONTAP mkfile command. The amount of data depended
on the whether a medium or large load was being tested.
8. Started backups for all the data sets simultaneously by using the Protection Manager scheduler.
9. Waited for the backup jobs to finish
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6.6

PROTECTION MANAGER TEST RESULTS

7

DATABASE GROWTH

Space in the DataFabric Manager database is dominated by history tables. A rough breakdown is that 75%
of the file is history tables and about 25% is free pages and overhead. The remaining tables, including qtree
and quota histories, tend to only use a small percentage of the file.
From a regression analysis of history table contents, the following formula estimates the space consumed as
a function of the number of hosts, aggregates, and volumes:
(#hosts * 2.25MB) + (#vols * 98KB) – (#aggrs * 270KB) =.bytes/table
For example, suppose that a customer has 250 hosts, 1,587 volumes, and 1,587 aggregates. The customer
expects that the number of hosts will grow to 350. To accommodate this growth, the customer should plan
for 2,200 volumes and 2,200 aggregates:
( 350 * 2.25MB) + ( 2200 * 98KB) – ( 2200 * 270KB) =.409 Mbytes/table
DataFabric Manager keeps two each of daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly tables, plus an open-ended
number of yearly tables. At the end of the year, there are nine filled history tables, and DataFabric Manager
adds a new yearly table each year. If we add the 25% overhead (free pages and internal bookkeeping),
each table uses about 509MB. Nine tables mean 4.58GB, plus a new 509MB yearly table each year.
The bottom line is that after a year, the DataFabric Manager database will be about 4.6GB, and it will grow
by about 509MB/year.
If Performance Manager is used, additional space is consumed by the DataFabric Manager server. This
space is not directly part of the DataFabric Manager database but is stored in a special directory. For more
information, see section 3.2, “About NetApp Performance Advisor.”
NetApp recommends storing the database on a NetApp LUN and taking more frequent Snapshot copies, so
that RTO is reduced to less than one hour. As the database grows with the use of Protection Manager and
Provisioning Manager, the volumes can be easily resized, or thin provisioning can be used.
PERFORMANCE ADVISOR DATA REPOSITORY GROWTH From the moment the DataFabric Manager
server is started and a storage system is enabled for performance monitoring, it begins to collect data for the
predefined views configured in Performance Advisor. such as the views used in its dashboard. This data
collection for Performance Advisor is stored on the DataFabric Manager server but not in the database.
Performance Advisor keeps a separate accounting of the data it collects.
For each counter represented by a view, one set of data is collected. This collecting of data can range
anywhere from less than two-minute intervals (the default is two minutes) down to real-time data collection.
Each instance of Performance Advisor opened on a desktop queries the data for a view from the same “view
repository” as the others. This scheme reduces the overall amount of storage and resources necessary. For
some views, the data is recycled every seven days. For other views, such as CPUs, the data is kept for a
year and then recycled. For real-time views, the data is recycled each time the real-time view is disabled.
The amount of disk space needed per monitored system for Performance Advisor is approximately 200MB
per year.

8

RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

NetApp recommends the following options when using Protection Manager:
•

dpmaxActiveDataTransfers=140 for all storage systems (use dfm host set)

There is an NDMP stream count limit of 40 streams for Data ONTAP 7.2.4 and earlier. The stream count is
128 for Data ONTAP 7.3 and increases for newer Data ONTAP releases. Depending on the Data ONTAP
version you, can increase the number
This option should be maintained at 140 for Data ONTAP versions up to 7.3, because the maximum number
of NDMP *sessions* is still 160 in 7.3.
•

dpScheduledJobExpiration=12h

Suppose that 150 jobs are started in Protection Manager, and that 100 of those jobs finish in 12hours. The
remaining 50 jobs are dropped and an error is logged in the dfmscheduler.log file. There is no other
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record of those dropped jobs. No retry will be done after 12bhours. So depending on number of jobs you
might want to set this value high for retries.
•

nearlyOvercommittedThreshold=1900 for respool (usedfpm respool set)

•

overcommittedThreshold=2000 for respool

•

pmAutomaticSecondaryVolMaxSizeMb=250000 (or higher value as appropriate)

Protection Manager uses the entire aggregate size for creating destination target volumes; this causes
performance issue when the WAFL® scanner is activated. To avoid impact, you can limit the target size.
The following issues occur when all the steams are started at the same time, going to a single secondary
node in the resource pool. NetApp recommends scheduling different data sets to kick off at different times,
and having more than one node in the secondary resource pool.
•

Leaked semaphores on Linux limit concurrent jobs (need to increase semaphores on Linux)

•

Data ONTAP: SnapVault slows down due to the registry

•

Data ONTAP: SnapVault registry entries are not automatically cleaned up
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LARGE CONFIGURATIONS

Note: NetApp does not recommend Solaris for
large configurations, as defined earlier.
For software requirements, see the compatibility
matrix on NOW™ (NetApp on the Web) at

http://now.netapp.com/NOW/knowledge/docs/olio/guides/dfm_compatibility/DFM.shtml.
These requirements are for an installation with only basic monitoring of NetApp appliances. If you enable
additional features and monitor additional objects, a more powerful platform will probably be required. Other
features like Protection Manager and Provisioning Manager would also require a more powerful platform.

9

CONCLUSIONS

Results may be different with earlier or later releases of DataFabric Manager. When new releases
substantially alter these results, this document will be updated accordingly. The tests described here show a
slight constant increase in the access times (performance degradation) in the File Systems, Volumes, and
Disk Report pages in Operations Manager using DataFabric Manager server 3.7, when compared with
DataFabric Manager server 3.6.
The tests were done using only scaled-out and basic monitoring of the storage systems and the storage
objects (aggregates, volumes, qtrees, and so on) in a typical storage system configuration. Active
management features were used in the tests described in above sections, so customers might need a bigger
system, depending on what features they use.
Having accepted this assumption, NetApp recommends that on the two-core configuration with up to 100
storage systems, any one DataFabric Manager server can monitor systems when the NetApp Management
Console is a central component of the deployed solution. NetApp also recommends that on the four-core
configuration, up to 200 storage systems can be monitored by any one server when the NetApp

Management Console application is a central component of the deployed solution and overall performance
does not need to fall in the acceptable range. This does take into account in active management of the
systems using Protection Manager and Provisioning Manager.
•

NetApp Management Console can handle medium loads with satisfactory results.

•

For large loads, the results were satisfactory when two secondary storage systems were used for
backup jobs.

•

Large load testing with only one secondary storage system had some issues, because all the backup
jobs were initiated at the same time.
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